FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ScImage Announces PicomPassport
Allows organizations to easily import external patient exams into any PACS
Los Altos, CA – November 25, 2017 – ScImage, Inc. is pleased to introduce PicomPassport at
the Radiological Society of North America’s 103rd Annual Scientific Assembly. PicomPassport
is a new technology that leverages the power of PICOM365’s Azure-based Cloud to simplify the
importing of external patient exams into any PACS.
With PicomPassport, any external entity (a facility, physician or patient) can initiate an exam
upload request. Upon obtaining an upload authorization electronically, the entity can then drag
and drop exam data for instant availability on Picom365.com. PicomPassport’s Cloud-based
functionality securely sends uploaded exams to local PACS following an intelligent conflict
resolution process and provides secure ownership exchange within existing security
frameworks.
“Frictionless importing of external patient exams into departmental PACS remains a sticky
process for most healthcare organizations, despite being a vital functionality that is required to
avoid repeat procedures, ensure dose minimization and improve patient care,” said Sai Raya,
PhD, CEO of ScImage, Inc. “We are proud to present an efficient and cost-effective solution that
addresses these issues.”
To learn more, visit ScImage in booth 2500 at this year’s Radiological Society of North
America’s 103rd Annual Scientific Assembly and Annual Meeting held in Chicago, IL.

About ScImage
Founded in 1993, ScImage remains a private, customer-first company with a mission to provide
innovative enterprise imaging solutions to the healthcare industry. ScImage’s unique singledatabase PICOM365 enterprise platform delivers end-to-end imaging workflow for Cardiology,
Radiology, Women’s Health, Orthopedics, Ophthalmology and more. Scalable from a single
physician practice to a multi-hospital enterprise, PICOM365 is customizable and can be
delivered on-premise, in the Cloud, or as a hybrid. The perfect synchrony created between onsite and Cloud resources allows PICOM365 to provide secure VPN-less image exchange
solutions among legacy silo systems, Cloud users, and various EHR systems. Learn more at
www.scimage.com.
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